assorted novelizations, guidebooks, and official and unofficial tie-in merchandise, the series-which one fan writer describes as "part police procedural, part suspense thriller, part action adventure, part medical drama, part science fiction and part horror"-has also already generated its own book-length collection of scholarly essays.1 "The X-Files" stars previously unknown actors Gillian Anderson and David Duchovny as Dana Scully and Fox Mulder, FBI agents who have an extremely close and interesting relationship with each other-interesting (and unusual, for television) because it is strictly platonic. Each week the two labor, together and separately, to disentangle and understand what appears to be, at this writing, a giant government conspiracy involving alien/human hybridization, in which they themselves are somehow implicated.
Both the relationship and the conspiracy are the subjects of intense speculation by what Entertainment Weekly calls the show's "extreme, obsessed, hyperscrutinizing fan base"-or "X-Philes," as they refer to themselves on the Internet.2 And, in turn, the fact that the X-Philes were among the first to use cyberspace to create their own virtual fan culture and specialized interest groups (there are now nearly 500 websites devoted to "The X-Files") has itself resulted in considerable journalistic and scholarly attention.3 In short, "The X-Files" is a popular culture phenomenon because of its bizarre subject matter and genre-bending, its cult status and obsessive fans; because the relationship of its main characters departs from television's usual gender stereotypes; and because it may represent, in the words of Michele Malach, "part of a continuing cultural dialogue about law and order, freedom and safety, right and wrong, truth and falsity" during a period of PMT, or "premillennial tension."4 I began to ponder another side to the "The XFiles" and its popularity while teaching a course on visual culture and reading some of the recently reis- Like all television shows, "The X-Files" is polysemic and readable from what John Fiske calls "relations of subordination or opposition to the dominant meanings proposed by the text."18 It may be that a concern with the fantastic and mythical is simply a dominant meaning of "The X-Files." But this concern marks other recent television shows as well. John Taylor Caldwell has identified a trend, a counterstrategy in American broadcast programming since the 1980s which he calls "televisuality" that not only foregrounds a "visually based mythology, framework, and aesthetic based on an extreme self-consciousness of style" but often utilizes "self-contained and volatile narrative and fantasy worlds."19 Televisuality is "both a pretext for economic intervention and a programming tool used to flaunt and throw around ontological distinctions: history/text, news/film, reality/fiction."20 Televisuality employs style to attract to faltering networks the discriminating viewers who belong to the 18-to-49 demographic that is so important to advertisers. In other words, relations of subordination or opposition might easily be structured into the plot of "The X-Files" both as authorial expression and as a marketing strategy. And this would not be remarkable.
I want to suggest that Caldwell's description of televisuality bears a startling resemblance to McLuhan's claims about the hybrid nature of television and its effects on our minds and bodies. To McLuhan, television was obviously an "integral medium, forcing an interaction among components of experience which have long been separate and scattered." Through its ability to link, instantaneously, simultaneously, and nonlinearly, "anything with anything else," television restructures us into beings whose sense of the world is based on a discarnate involvement with process, with style, with visual mythology, with fantasy worlds. The only difference between television and televisuality is the increase in self-reflexivity that the new term implies. Television now "knows" just what we know, so that it often serves as a substitute for lived experience, or translates reality for us. Television's own hidden ground has become the content of the medium itself.
Here we are obviously arching towards McLuhan's most famous aphorism and foundational probe, namely that "the medium is the message." What McLuhan discovered through repeated applications of this probe is that the major effect of any medium is never its content but, instead, the "revolutionary environmental transformations" that the medium subliminally induces. That television is cool rather than hot refers to the different environmental transformations and sensory effects McLuhan associates with media of higher or lower definition. Hot media, in which he situates radio, photography, and cinema, contain relatively complete visual or aural information (they tend to "extend" one sense over others) and thus require less involvement of the user in making meaning from them. Cool media, on the other hand-the telephone, cartoons, television-supply less visual or aural information and thus require much greater sensory participation by the user.
To agree that television is a cool medium does not mean that we have to accept all of McLuhan's speculations about its neurological effects (television's sequential electronic scanning process may or may not create a "mosaic-like" tactile image that becomes "inscribed on our skins"). What matters here is McLuhan's insistence on the meaning of television's ubiquity, its usurpation of our psychic processes, and its potential to leave us in an "exhausted slump" of sensory overload. Television is at once a medium that requires audience participation and one which creates numbness and dulls our perceptions as well. This is what McLuhan describes as the "paradoxical feature of the 'cool' TV medium. It involves us in moving depth, but it does not excite, agitate or arouse."
In light of television's increasing televisuality, however, does the appellation "cool" remain useful? Does content really not matter in an age of cult shows, cult stars, audiences who schedule their lives around talk shows, soap operas, or "The X-Files"? Certainly television is becoming more and more like movies, fulfilling another McLuhan aphorism that all media tend to heat up over time. But this is because television, McLuhan would undoubtedly point out, has been superseded by a new "environmental" medium -the computer-linked Internet. Like print, the telegraph, the photograph, and cinema before it, television is now being reprocessed into a "harmless consumer commodity." It is no longer regarded as "corrupt or degrading" because that designation is "always reserved," McLuhan believes, for "whatever is actively environmental." At present, with television the acknowledged subliminal ground of middle-class life, the computer and the Internet are becoming the new cool media, provoking in us that psychic and social disturbance that was once created by the TV image.
It is therefore hardly surprising to find "The XFiles," like many other televisually oriented programs, often described as movie-like, or to realize that many movies scarcely signify as theatrical releases but as the television shows which, through video, they eventually become. What I am claiming, then, is also paradoxical: that even though "The X-Files" is movie-like formally and stylistically, it has chosen to remain cool in the McLuhanesque sense.21 "The X-Files" literalizes coolness, making what Arthur Kroker calls the "inner, structural code of the technological experience" an element of its content as well as its electronic form.22 When we drill into "The X-Files," it is our lives under television that get churned to the surface.
One of the best-known features of "The X-Files" is the degree of audience involvement and participation that the show's elliptical yet serial narrative structure fosters. The first McLuhan probe I employed, therefore, is that the "cool TV medium promotes depth structures in art and entertainment alike, and creates audience involvement in depth as well." By withholding plot and character information from audiences for weeks or even months at a time, slowly doling out pieces to a puzzle that grows larger with each episode, "The X-Files" forces depth participation to the surface. The murky visual design of the show, its strange colors and expressionist lighting, also force us to participate in creating sense from what we often cannot actually see.
Nor is understanding made easy by the language of "The X-Files," which is frequently itself aphoristic-e.g., "The truth is out there," "Believe the lies," "I want to believe," "All lies lead to the truth." One of the reasons McLuhan chose aphorism as his favored means of expression is that aphorism-like television-is by nature incomplete. Aphorism requires "participation on the part of the person regarding it or thinking about it," and is therefore the language, he believes, of teaching. What does "The X-Files" teach? The show obviously aims to "deeply involve [us] in the process of learning, illustrating graphically the complex interplay of people and events, the development of forms, the multileveled interrelationships between and among such arbitrarily segregated subjects as biology, geography, mathematics, anthropology, history, literature and languages." Yet this last quotation refers to McLuhan's vision for the role of television in the classroom. What does it mean that we can have this vision fulfilled by a prime-time creep show? When I first encountered "The X-Files," I was greatly upset by its violence. People and animals were killed all the time, and they tended to be graphically scarified in the process. But I quickly became acclimated to the violence because "The X-Files" does consistently involve us, through its thematics of investigation, in making "multileveled" connections between "arbitrarily segregated subjects." On "The X-Files" one learns what standing inside an eviscerated elephant is like, what the Coriolis force is, how a succubus or a wraith is supposed to behave, how long it would take a python to digest a human, what escalating serial fetishism is, how cows look when they've been struck by lightning. One learns what happens to human flesh when you boil it, crush it, embalm it alive, freeze it, irradiate it, slice it with a razor blade, burn it, mutate it. Yet the visual depiction of these things seldom stirs up more than a faint, brief, queasi-ness, because it is the appeal of knowledge and process that involves us more than the imagined effects of violence on actual human or inhuman organisms. "The X-Files" literalizes McLuhan's suggestion that not only "deeper, but further, into all knowledge has become the normal popular demand since TV." Like television itself, "The X-Files" "compells commitment and participation, quite regardless of any point of view."
The McLuhan probe which best explains how "The X-Files" can at once create knowledge in depth and fail to produce a coherent point of view comprises two remarks. The first is that the cool medium of television rewards "spontaneous casualness" and "com- The quests that engage Scully and Mulder on "The X-Files" are intensely focused on foundational identity issues: the meaning of family socially and individually; of where and how one belongs in the world in an existential sense. A number of episodes, for example, center on Scully's search for who or what killed her sister, for the approval of her father, the identity of whoever abducted her for a month and stole her ability to bear children, whoever gave her (and then cured) her terminal cancer. Mulder seeks his abducted sister and the rogue FBI agent who may have killed his father (even as questions are raised about who his father actually is). So ritualized and Freudian is this focus on family relationships that it seems linked to the extreme potency with which these issues are charged in melodrama. The omnipresence of music on "The X-Files," the way it is used to create mood and mark climaxes, also suggests an affinity with melodrama.
Yet on "The X-Files," families scarcely matter except as plot devices. Although Scully's family is said to be important to her, there is little emotional affect in her relationship to its members. Her family obviously bores her, and she them. While Mulder is supposed to be searching for his sister, finding her (which he has done now several times) does not alter his cool demeanor, nor does it deter him from doggedly pursuing the truth. The most important relationship on "The XFiles," the only one which does carry emotional weight, is the relationship between Mulder and Scully themselves. In "The X-Files," the extent to which we see, feel, and experience everything through technology, through literal "mediation," is what McLuhan's probes churn into a vortex of simultaneous paranoia, humor, and comfort. Paranoia is the only emotional tone that makes sense in a world in which we have let television and computers become substitutes for our nervous systems and our bodies. Yet because the paranoia is free-floating, as McLuhan points out, originating in media which are "both inside and outside," it is also soothing. If, as "The X-Files" suggests, aliens and mutants are everywhere, one need not worry about them. Since an invisible shadow government controls everything from baseball to the media to our national destiny, real paranoia (much less political action) would be beside the point. Even terminal illness and death are rarely more than temporary plot divagations.30 Does this represent what Reeves, Rodgers, and Epstein call a "reinvigoration of consensus culture and a renunciation of the excesses and exclusions of postmodernism"?31 Does "The X-Files" really acknowledge and affirm what its mythology overtly declares should matter to us-the ineffable, the spiritual, the other-or is it a televisual display of ideological virtuosity, the shape-shifting of its mutants and aliens no less and no more difficult than the easy mutability it posits among the markers of gender, race, nationality, or mortality?
The reason I am stillfor "The X-Files" is that it elicits so many passionate yet wildly variable reactions, that it has no strong consensus response. The most beneficent interpretation of the show would be that, through its foregrounding of coolness and style, it helps us achieve what McLuhan calls a consciousness of the "revolutionary transformations caused by new media," thus giving us the means by which to "anticipate and control them" rather than being their slaves. Its Internet communities, though relatively exclusive in terms of educational, financial, and leisure resources, also bespeak a need for real connection, a connection which often extends beyond membership in the Gillian Anderson Testosterone Brigade or the Smart Young X-Philes. McLuhan would undoubtedly approve of the fact that one elementary school teacher uses the popularity of "The X-Files" among her students to get them interested in real science, but he would also agree with the scientist who fulminates against the show for being "pernicious because week after week it promotes the idea that a supernatural explanation should be favored over a rational one."32 What I am against in the show, however, is also its coolness, its blankness, its humor in the face of any and all killing, its increasing "flaunting of ontological distinctions" involving politics, power, and mortality.33 What "The X-Files" and its popularity suggest is that we would all like to be like Mulder and like Scully, that we all want not to be excited, agitated, or aroused by everything we see and experience, and certainly not by everything that we see and experience on television. We, too, would like to be able to "cool off' what McLuhan calls the "hot situations of actual life" by "miming" them with humor and play.34 Yet, as Kroker writes, for McLuhan television was a new technological sensorium, an "artificial amplification, and transferral, of human consciousness and sensory organs to the technical apparatus, which now, having achieved the electronic phase of 'simultaneity' and 'instantaneous scope,' returns to take its due on the human body."35 A show that repeatedly foregrounds this process, whether consciously or inadvertently, might easily appear, as "The X-Files" does to so many, to be a whole new form of television.
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